Abstract. An algorithm for enumerating all nondominated vectors of multiple objective integer linear programs is presented. The method tests different regions where candidates can be found using an auxiliary binary problem for tracking the regions already explored. An experimental comparision with our previous efforts shows the method has relatively good time performance.
Introduction
Generating non-dominated vectors and efficient solutions in multiple objective mathematical programming has been a field of interest both as a theoretical problem and as a part of Multiple Criteria Decision Making procedures. Multiple Objective Integer Linear Programming (MOILP) arises in Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problems involving discrete decisions [14] . Several procedures have been developed for generating the non-dominated set for MOILP problems [3, 7, 12, 14] as well as interactive procedures for these problems [1, 5, 9] .
proposal, the results were generated in decreasing order of some fixed weighted objective function [10] , while in our second proposal the output was ordered to obtain a well dispersed subset of vectors [11] .
In this paper, we present a different approach for solving the problem where no specific order is imposed to the output. At each stage, the algorithm tries to find a new nondominated vector by selecting for each known nondominated vector an objective to surpass, testing different combinations until a new efficient solution is found. The control of the combinations of objectives tested is made using an auxiliary binary ILP problem. Although this simple approach cannot control the order of apparition of the solutions, it offers a much better time performance than our previous methods.
The division of the search space for solving MOILP problems has also been used in algorithms recently proposed by Laumanns et al. [6] and Tenfelde-Podehl [13] . The main difference with these algorithms is that they split the objective space using a grid whose nodes are determined by the values of all previously found non dominated vectors, imposing upper and lower bounds to the values of the objective functions. This leads to ILP problems whose solutions cannot be guaranteed to correspond to non dominated solutions. The method presented here, on the contrary, does not impose explicit upper bounds to the objective functions when defining partial search regions and therefore it will always find a new non dominated solution, if it exists, or will lead to an infeasible problem if such solution does not exists in that region. The procedure can be adapted to find subsets of nondominated vectors
Theoretical basis and algorithm
The MOILP problem can be stated as:
where C ∈ Z p×n , A ∈ R m×n and b ∈ R m . Cx represents p objective functions, Ax ≤ b represents m linear constraints and x represents n integer decision variables. The feasible set of problem (P ) will be denoted F (P ). In this work, we assume that F (P ) is bounded and non-empty.
Because of conflicting objectives, there is not usually a maximum solution but a set of non-dominated vectors. Figure 1 . Non-dominated vectors greater than a fixed z are non dominated to (P ).
for some λ ∈ R p , λ > 0, then x * is an efficient solution to problem:
Efficient solutions that are optimal to the parametric problem in Theorem 1 are said to be supported efficient solutions. Unlike Multiple Objective Linear Programming, the converse of this theorem does not hold when some variables are integer [2] as some efficient solutions (known as unsupported efficient solutions) may not be optimal for any λ > 0. The result of Theorem 1 still holds true if we constrain the search region: Proposition 1. Let z ∈ R p be a fixed objective vector,λ ∈ R p a fixed positive weight vector and x * an optimal solution to the problem:
Then x * is an efficient solution to problem (P ).
Proof. Let us suppose that x * is not efficient. Then there exist x ∈ S such that C x ≥ Cx * with at least one strict inequality. As C x ≥ Cx * ≥ z and λ t C x > λ t Cx * , x * is not optimal. This contradicts the hypothesis that x * is an optimal solution (see Fig. 1 ).
Taking z as a parameter 1 we can find the whole set of non dominated vectors [8] :
Proposition 2. The set of efficient solutions to problem (P ) is the set of optimal solutions to the parametric problem:
for an arbitrarily fixed λ > 0 and all z ∈ R n .
Proof. From Proposition 1 we have that any optimal solution x * to (P λ,s ) is efficient to (P ). Conversely, if x * is efficient to (P ) it is an optimal solution to (P λ,z ) for z = Cx * .
Algorithm
The basic idea of the algorithm is to find an initial non dominated vector using Theorem 1 and then sequentially find new vectors applying Proposition 1 with z such that for each non dominated vector previously found at least one component of z is strictly greater. 
In a MOILP problem with an integer cost matrix C we can restate this con-
. For large problems, the enumeration of all non-dominated vectors may not be practical, and a representative subset of the non-dominated vectors can be generated changing this constraint
where f k is a fixed value representing a minimal increment on objective k for a new solution to be noteworthy. The management of the selected combination y is basically an enumerative scheme. In this work we did this enumeration using a linear integer system (L) implemented as an ILP with an arbitrary objective function. Other enumeration schemes can be used, however, this choice reuses ILP routines already being used for solving weighted objective problems.
Some y s k combinations will lead to an empty search region. In order to avoid such a failed combination y s k to reappear it is necessary that at least one variable y s k that was equal to 1 be changed to 0 in future attempts (that is, at least one of the objectives that were requested to rise should not be increased). Defining
..p; s = 1...l , this is equivalent to ask that the sum of all indices corresponding to those in K must be strictly less than the cardinality of this set:
Notice that this constraint not only will rule out y s k but also any other one that includes the increases requested by the failed combination. This suggests trying first the combinations with the least requested increases; that is, implementing the linear system (L) as an ILP with the objective of minimizing the sum of the y s k variables.
Preliminary Algorithm
Accordingly to these ideas we have the following procedure:
(1) (Initialization step) Choose λ > 0 and steps
there is no solution then stop; otherwise, let x 1 be an optimal solution; l = 1. Solve the problem:
Let y
1 be an optimal solution (one solution is y
for all s = 1...l . Let P l λ be the problem obtained adding the constraints Cx ≥ z to P λ . Solve P l λ . If there is no solution, go to step 3; otherwise, go to step 4.
l+1 be an optimal solution to P l λ ; let l = l + 1 (this implies modifying the objective function in L) and add the constraints 
Proof. First we will prove that the algorithm yields a new solution or ends in a finite number of steps (that is, step 2 eventually leads to step 4 or to the stop condition in step 5). In effect, at the beginning of step 2, Problem L has a finite number of feasible solutions and each time step 3 is executed at least one solution y is deleted from the feasible set; therefore, we will ultimately get a feasible problem P l λ or an infeasible problem L . Now we show that the number l of solutions generated by the algorithm is finite.
f k , and we have that μ Fig. 2 )
Proposition 4. When applied to MOILP with a bounded feasible region and an integer cost matrix C the algorithm generates all non dominated vectors when
Proof. Let {Cx s } s=1...l be the set of non dominated vector generated at the end of the algorithm and let x ∈ F (P ) efficient such that C x = Cx s for all s = 1...l.
At the end of the algorithm the last version of problem L is infeasible and thus y must violate some constraint in L.
As C x is non dominated, for each s = 1. 
and x is feasible to P l λ contradicting that this problem is infeasible.
Order Constraint between Artificial Variables
As stated now, the algorithm relies on the enumeration of possible values of the artificial variables y s k . As the number of combinations grows exponentially with the number of solutions and objective functions, we need to incorporate ideas to lower the number of combinations we must try. Recalling that y l k = 1 means trying to find a better value for the k-th objective function than on the l-th solution, we find that some y For each k = 1, ..., p find a permutation σ k on the index set {1, ..., s} such that (Cx
and add to problem L the constraints
. As this modification only adds constraints to problem L, the proof of Proposition 3 remains valid. We now prove that the conclusion of Proposition 4 still holds:
Proposition 5. When applied to MOILP with a bounded feasible region an integer cost matrix C the modified algorithm generates all non dominated vectors when
Proof. Defining x and y as in the proof of Proposition 4 , we have already proved that y does not violate the constraints of the preliminary algorithm then it must violate some constraint of the form y 
However, when the hypothesis of the proposition are not met (f k = 1) the algorithms can yield different subsets of non dominated vectors.
Numerical example
Let us consider the MOILP problem: (P ) : " max " Figure 3 while the objective space image is shown in Figure 4 . For this example we choose λ = (4, 3)
The feasible region is shown in
T . As we want to enumerate all non dominated vectors we take f 1 = f 2 = 1. An initial solution is found solving: Figure 4 . Feasible objective vectors.
2} . An optimal solution to this ILP problem is x 1 = (2, 2) T with an optimal objective function value v(P
T is an efficient solution to problem (P ) with a (non dominated) objective function value vector equal to (−2, 4)
T . Now we select an objective to raise by solving the following linear integer problem:
(L) min y T and (0, 1) T . For this example we will always choose the solution where the value 1 is assigned to the variable with the smallest possible index,so we will use y 1 = (1, 0) T . This indicates we will add restrictions to raise the value of the first objective function (see Figs. 5 and 6): s.t.
. 4 If y 2 1 = 1 we will be looking for solutions with first objective value greater than that of the second solution (0), then it will also be better than the respective value in the first solution (−2), that is we can assume that y 1 1 = 1. In this problem we are trying to find a solution with a better first objective function value than the two previous solutions (Fig. 7) . This problem is infeasible so we add a new constraint to L: (L) min y ; that is, we will now try to find a solution with a higher first objective value than x 1 and a second objective value better than x 2 (Fig. 9) . The corresponding problem (P 2 λ ) is:
. This problem has an optimal solution x 3 = (1, 1) T with an objective vector (−1, 2) T . If we continue this procedure until the problem (L) is infeasible, the process ends and we will have all non dominated vectors and one efficient solution corresponding to each one of them (Tab. 1). Table 1 . Efficient solutions and non dominated vectors (P ).
Computational results
The methods were programmed in MS Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition Beta 2 and executed on a Sony VAIO VGN-A190 under Windows XP SP2. Linear integer problems were solved using the branch and bound routine of the COIN-OR library [4] . For each problem size, 30 different problems were randomly generated and executed five times
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. For each problem size, mean and maximal number of solutions and CPU times are reported. The method presented in this article is referred to as "undirected search" while our previous methods are labeled as "weighted objective" [10] and "maximal dispersion" [11] . In all cases, weighted problems were solved giving an equal importance to each objective. The integer linear programs are not solved incrementally although the last basis of the linear relaxation is used as an initial basis for the next iteration.
The first batch of problems are multiconstrained 0-1 knapsack problems with two objectives functions. Objective functions and constraint coefficients are uncorrelated integers uniformly distributed between 1 and 99. For each constraint, the right-hand side value is set to a (truncated) 50% of the sum of its coefficients. For all these problems, the complete set of non-dominated vectors was generated. Results are shown on Table 2 .
The second group of tests involves randomly generated multiconstrained 0-1-2 knapsack problems with two objectives functions. Objective functions and constraint coefficients are uncorrelated integers uniformly distributed between 1 and 99. For each constraint, the right-hand side value is set to the sum of its coefficients. The complete set of non-dominated vectors was generated. Table 3 shows the results of these experiments.
The method was also tested with multiconstrained 0-1 knapsack problems with three objective functions. Objective functions and constraint coefficients are randomly generated integers between 1 and 999 and the right-hand side values of the constraints are set to one half of the sum of its coefficients. In this case, there is obviously a much larger set of non-dominated vectors and the complexity of integer linear programs grows at a faster rate with every new solution found. Therefore, only a subset solutions was generated; this was accomplished by stipulating an increment of at least 500 units in some objective for any new solution generated. The same parameter was used in the two other methods and results are shown on Table 4 . Another group of experiments consisted in General Assignment Problems (GAP) with two objective functions. The GAP deals with the optimal allocation of s agents to a group of t tasks in such a way that each task j is assigned to exactly one agent i incurring a cost c ij (a vector in the multiple objective case) and consuming r ij units of a single resource subject to an availability of b i for each agent. This results in the formulation: (GAP ) : " min "
This formulation is easily modified to a bicriterion problem by considering each c ij to be a vector instead of a number. In this experiments, c ij components and r ij are randomly selected integers between 1 and 999 and each b i is fixed at a 50% of the sum of the corresponding r ij . Only a subset of the non-dominated solutions was generated using a parameter value of 500. Tables 5-7 show the results of these tests.
Conclusions
According to the experimental results, the time performance of the method is superior than our two previous methods. On the qualitative aspect however the resulting nondominated vectors do not follow a useful order. One possible advantage of this method is that it only adds a few additional constraints to the original problem which makes it easier to develop a specialized algorithm for a given problem class. It is also possible to develop a specific algorithm for the auxiliary binary problem L.
The method can be adapted to find subsets of nondominated vectors by introducing a step parameter although there is not an easy procedure for estimating a convenient value of this parameter. When this parameter is used, the method can be applied to problems with continuous variables.
